
Fraud Risk Analyst (Fall 2019 Co-op)

Toronto, ON

What is the opportunity?

Are you interested in the opportunity to work as a Fraud Risk Co-op? The Fraud Risk co-op will support the Fraud Centre of
Governance team within Group Risk Management by providing independent challenge and oversight on the governance of Fraud
risk within RBC. Her/his main missions will be to assist in the development of tools to support the 2nd line oversight and challenge
program and assist in the execution of the oversight program to ensure there is visibility of RBCâ€™s fraud risk profile across the
Enterprise.

What will you do?

Assist in the development of tools and processes that will support the Fraud CoG oversight and challenge program including
formalizing a fraud risk taxonomy, operationalize the review of significant fraud events (industry and RBC events) and
performing analysis to determine opportunities to leverage data analytics to glean insights into RBCâ€™s fraud risk profile;
Assist in the development of quarterly fraud risk reporting including identifying opportunities for automation of the reporting;
Review and investigate significant incidents resolution, root-cause analysis & associated remediation plans; and
Provide fraud risk insights by conducting market studies or thematic studies on current and emerging fraud risk areas at RBC
and across the Enterprise.
Assist with fraud risk governance activities including supporting the development of operational procedures and standards.

What do you need to succeed?

Must-have

Ability to understand operational risk management principles with respect to fraud risks including an understanding of the
effectiveness of corresponding controls;
Analytical thinker with the ability to perform research on industry standards and best practices in fraud risk management and
apply those insights to RBCâ€™s fraud risk management program;
Must have a strong attention to detail, organization skills, and a strong sense of ownership;
Highly self-motivated and a driven team player;
Excellent interpersonal and highly developed communication skills (verbal and written);
Ability to work independently and as part of a wider team; and
Strong MS Office skills â€“ Word, Outlook, Excel, Access and PowerPoint.

Nice-to-have

Strong technical skills including data analytics, SQL, SAS and developing macros in Excel and Access; and
Good understanding of a bankâ€™s services and processes to accurately evaluate potential consequences to the business
when assessing fraud risks.

Whatâ€™s in it for you?

We thrive on the challenge to be our best, progressive thinking to keep growing, and working together to deliver trusted advice to
help our clients thrive and communities prosper. We care about each other, reaching our potential, making a difference to our
communities, and achieving success that is mutual.

Leaders who support your development through coaching and learning opportunities;
Work in a dynamic, collaborative, progressive and highly performing team;
Ability to make a difference and lasting impact;
The opportunity to understand â€œstate of the artâ€  technology; and
Enjoy a comfortable work environment with the option to dress casually.


